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1. Ministerial meeting

(a) Arrangements for meeting

The CHAIRMAN recalled that, in March, the Council agreed to recommend to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES that arrangements should be made for a meeting at ministerial
level at, or about the time of, the nineteenth session. This recommendation was
submitted to contracting parties by postal ballot. A large majority of the
contracting parties responded and all of them were in favour of such a meeting being
convened. The Council considered this question further at its meeting in the week
preceding the present session and decided to recommend that the ministerial meeting
be held after the second week of the nineteenth session, the session being
interrupted for the duration of the ministerial meeting and resuming for the week
after. The Councilts recommendations on this and other points were set out in
the Council minutes in document C/M/6.

Mr. HADRABA (United States) said that the United States supported the recome
mendations regarding the ministerial meeting set out in document C/M/6 and looked
forward to a constructive meeting which would contribute to a strengthening of
GATT and to the expansion of world trade. The United States would do its best to
come forward with positive proposals by 1 September.
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Mr. DE SMET (Belgium) speaking for the Member States of the EEC, said that
he had already expressed at the Councilmeeing the Communiry's support for a
ministerial meeting. Reiterating the Community's hope that the meetiing would
be constructive, Mr. de Smet said that the Community would do its utmost to
contribute to this result.

Mr. WARREN (Canada) said that his delegation supported the Council's
recommendation about arrangments for aministerialmeeting. Such a meeting
would givethe necessaryforward direction to the workof the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

Mr. TENNBEKOON (Ceyon) stressed the need for careful preparatory work for
the ministerial meeting. Csylon hoped that,at the meeting, Ministers of
those counries in a positionto do so would make positive decisions, so as
to lead to an expansion of world trade and, inter alia, to the stabilization of
prices of primaryproducts;this was important in the context of the imple-
mentation, by theless-developed countries, of ther development prograrnmes.

Mr. TOWNLEY (Rhodesia and Nyasaland)saidthat his Government was among
those which hedapproved theproposal to convene a ministrial meeting at the
time ofr the mineteenthsesion.His delegation favoured the recommendation
of the Council (C/M/6) regading the timing of themeeting and arrangements for
the recessary preparatory work.

Mr. OLDINI (Chilo) said that Chilo had already expressed its support for
holding a ministerialmeeting. Such a meeting was mostnecessary and his
delegation was confident thatpositive and useful resultswould come out of the
meeting. It was desirable that a largenumber of Ministers should participate,
partieularly Ministers from thesecountries which would have to make decisions
concerning the removal of barriers to the trade of the less-developed countries.

Mr. LACARTE (Uruguay) saidthathis Governmentwelcomed the proposal to
hold a Ministeral meeting. Uruguay's prececcupations would relate mainly to
the question of access to world markets. As an exporter of primary commodities,
everything relating to the question of agricultural protectionism and of access
to markets was of interest, to Uruguary. Itwas of great importance that
Committees II ard III should press forward with their work. Solutions must be
found to the problems conneceted with the development of markets and the climin-
ation of restrictions and discrimination. It was Uruguay's hope that the
ministerial meeting would lead to a solution of these problems and to the
re-establishment of the quilibrium within GATT. The directives given by the
Ministers would be of the, greatest importance to GATT at a time when the
pattern of world trade was being affected by regionil economic groupings.

Mr. SWAMINATHAN (India) said that the Council had rightly decided that
the Programme for the Expansion of Trade should be the central theme for the
ministerial meeting. It had to be adminitted that the results under the pro-
gramme achieved over thc last two years had been disappointing, at least from
the point of view ofthe developing countries. In thefieldof tariffs the
stage had only now been reachedwheretherecould be adjustments in the tariffs
of the EEC and of the other industrialized countries. More substantial pro-
gressthan what had takenplace could also reasonably have been expected in the
removal of other barriers to the trade of the less-developed countries,
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particularly in viewof the changed balance-of-payents position of the West
European countries. In fact there had very recently been an increase in
discrimination against the developing countries. A number of countries had
removed or subsantially reduced restrictions on imports from other industrialized
countries, while continuirg to restrict the importation of the same goods from
the less-developed countries. In certain sectors, for example revenue taxes
and duties, no progress had been made and there did not seem to be rnuch prospect
of the Dillon round of negotiations leadingto a reductionof the high level of
taxes applied to tropieal products imported into the countries of Western Europe.
Discussion of this typeof problem byMinisterswould be of particular value.
In addition, following thework of Committees Il and III andthe proposed
examination of the reports of the three Committees set up under the Programme
fortheExpansion of Trade whichwas to be undertaken before the rninisterial
meeting, it was to be hoped that a clear picture would emerge of the main
problems affecting the trade of the less-developed countries and possible future
lines ofaction bythe CONTRACTING PARTIES. However, Mr. Swaminathanwent on,
the decision to hold a ministerial meeting should not result in there being
astandstill onaction by contracting parties in fields where action was rnost
urgently needed. such as the removal of queta restrictions no longer justified
onbalance-of-payments grounds; the Indian delegation would hope that only
hard-core problems, on which no, progress could reasonably be expected to be made
without major readjustments in policy would come up for decision at the
ministerial meeting. 'i'he industrial counries would ha c to face up to thc
vital issues in olved and torecognize the importance of the less-develeped
countries being ableto increase their export earnings and to find markets both
for their raw materials and their processed goods.

In conclusion, Mr. Swaminathan said thathis delegation agrecd on the need
for careful preparation for the ministerial meeting and for the necd for
goverment togive careful thought in particular to proposals which would
materially facilitate the entry of goods from the less-developed countries into
world markets.

Mr. PEREIRA (Peru) said that his delegation fully supported the statement
made by the representatie cf Uruguay. A question of major importance for the
Ministers to deal with would be the question of restrictive measures in importing
countries which impeded the exports of the less-developed countries. The
meeting of Ministers offered the opportunity for important decisions to be made
and could be of exceptional significance.

Mr. RISTIC (Yugoslavia) said his delegation likewise supported the reconi-
mendation of the Council regardingthe arrangements for the ministerial meeting.
Th meeting was necessary, should be well prepared and should contribute to the
solution of the most important problems which now arose in the field of inter-
national trade. Mr. Ristic said that the Yugoslav Minister of Foreign Trade
envisaged participating in the meeting . It was to be hoped that Ministers
would agree on the directives which would guide the future work of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES, particularly in so far as these applied to the expansion of
trade in agricultural products and to the removal of obstacles to the trade
of the less-developed countries.
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Mr. XYDIS (Greece) in givinghis delegation's full support for the proposal
to convene a ministerial meeting, stressed that the agend for the meeting should
include, inter alia, the work of Commitees II and III and other questions relat-
ing to the difficulties of the under-developed countries.

Mr. LACZKOWSKI (Poland) said his delepation supported the holding of a
ministerial meeting and hoped that the meeting would contribute to the develop-
ment of trade between countries with different economic and social systems.

Mr. KAYRA (Turkey) stressed the importance which his delegation attached to
the ministerial meetingand fully supported the recommendations of the Council
in document. C/M/6. It was theviewof his delegation that the agenda for the
meeting should be sufficiently flexible to enable Ministers also to discuss
questions which they themselvesconsidered to be of major importance. With this
proviso, his delegation agreed that the agenda should consist of items relating
to the Programme for the Expansionof Trade and the proposed agenda and the
various views expressed in the minutes of the Council's meeting (C/M/6) were
satisfactory from the Turkish delegation'spoint of view.

Mr. DE BESCHE (Sweden) expressed the full support of his delegation for the
recommendations rnade by the Council. He went on to emphasize that, as it was
desirable to give Ministers as much notice of the meeting as possible, it would
be wise to fix at thepresent session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES at least a
tentative date for the meeting.His delegation would suggest 13 to 18 November.

Sir EDGAR COHEN (United Kingdom) said the United Kingdom looked forward to
playing a full and active part in the ministerial meeting. From the United
Kingdom's point of view the question of timing was important. If the meeting
were held at the end of November there would be a good chance that the President
of the Board of Trade would be able to attend. He wished to make this point
so that if contracting parties did not have strong views as regards the exact
timing of the meeting, they might be able to meet the United Kingdom on this
point. There were, in any case, certain advantages in Ministers not meeting
in the middle of the nineteenth session.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY recalled that, at the Council's meeting during the
previous week, he had stressed the need for fixing the actual dates of the
ministerial meeting. He would suggest that the CONTRACTING PARTIES revert to
this question of timing at a later meeting.

The recommendations of the Council (C/M/6) were approved.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the question of the actual dates for the
ministerial meeting should be deferred for decision at a later meeting.

This was agreed.
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(b) Use of Spanish (W.18/4)

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY pointed out that the GATT, in its rôle in inter-
national trade, was becomingly increasingly important as a forum for
co-operation between countries in all parts of the world; one aspect of
this was GATT's growing importanceas link betweenEuropu and the rest
of the world. Becaus of GATT' s international role,. every effort should be
made to ensure that the ministerial meetingbe attended by as many ministerss
as possible from outside Europe, including Latin America. For this reason,
the Executive Secretary said, he considered it essential that, in addition to
the existing facilities for Spanish-speaking delegations, arrangements should
be made for statements to be simultaneously interpreted from the normal GATT
working languages into Spanish duringthe ministerial meeting. This was an
ad hoc proposal without prejudice to the consideration by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES at the nineteenth session of the full use of Spanish as a working
language. The budgetary implications, which wore very limited, were set out
in document W.18/4.

The Executive Secrctary's proposals in document W.18/4 were approved.

2. French import restrictions

The CHAIRMAN recalled that, carlier in 1961, the Government of the United
States had initiated a consultation with the Government of France under the
provisions of paragraph 1 of Article XXII concerning the commodities which
remained subject to quantitative restrictions when imported into France from
the United States. Certain other contracting parties, pursuant to the procedures
relating to joint consultations under these provisions, werc joined in the
consultation with respect to the products in which they had a substantial
interest. The Chairman invited the Executive Secretary, who had presided over
the meetings, to report on the consultation.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that, at the consultation which took place
from 4 to 6 April, a number of contracting parties had claimed a substantial
interest in certain products remaining subject to quantitative restrictions in
France. Representatives of Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Israel had
participated in the consultation with respect to such products. While other
countries had also manifested an interest in participating in the consultation,
the French authorities had not accepted their claim of substantial interest,
but had agreed to bilateral consultation with those countries under Article XXII.

Continuing, the Executive Secretary said that, at the outset of the consul-
tation, the French representatives reported on a further extension of liberali-
zation which had been effected at the end of 1960 and on 31 March 1961; as a
result of these measures a considerable number of products were removed from the
list of items remaining under restriction and ceased, therefore, to be
for discussion during the consultation.
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In the course of the consultation, the representatives of France also
drew attention to the unilateral reduction of duties on certain items and the
termination of price control measures on others which would have a favourable
effect on exports to the French market. Representatives of other countries
participating in the consultation, while welcoming the new measures announced by
France, pointed to the wide range of residual restrictions in the agricultural
sector still in force. In particular, representatives of the United States and
Canada stressed the element of discrimination that remained in the French import
system. A detailed examination of the products that remained subject to restric-
tion in France was carried out and representatives of the consulting countries
explained to the French representatives the difficulties that the maintenance of
these restrictions involved for them. The French representatives undertook to
report fully to their Government and assured the consulting countries that the
points brought to light during the consultation would receive serious considera-
tion. At the same time, the French representatives put forward certain
considerations along the lines of those presented by Mr. André Philip during
the present session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES (SR.18/2).

There had been some discussion during the consultation of items subject
to State trading and it was pointed out, in this connexion,. that under the
provisions of Article XVII operations of this kind must be non-discriminatory.

In conclusion, the Executive Secretary said that the consulting countries
had agreed to furnish a report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES. This report would
be distributed in the near future.

Mr. PHILIP (Frànce) said that, given the recent date of the consultation,
his delegation could not make any particular comment at the present stage.
Likewise, the French Government could not announce immediately further moves for-
ward in its policy of liberalization although, as was known, this policy would
in the near future be translated into new liberalization measures. The record
of the consultation was at present being closely examined by the French Govern-
ment which would, as soon as possible, transmit to the CONTRACTING PARTIES the
results of its examination.

Mr. HADRABA (United States) stated that his Government had been and continued
to be very concerned to see maximum effect given to the principles of the General
Agreement with respect to the elimination of discrimination and the quickest
possible movement towards liberalization of restrictions when countries were no
longer in balance-of-payments difficulties. These restrictions had operated as
serious obstacles o the trade of the United States since the time the GATT was
negotiated. His Government had been encouraged by the progress made by the
French authorities towards the complete elimination of restrictions during the
past six months. Additional changes envisaged for the near future would also
benefit exporters in the United States and in other GATT countries. In the
agricultural field the measures taken by France to liberalize trade were far
from sufficient; nevertheless his Government believed that the movement which
had taken place over the last six months gave confidence that further movement
beneficial to United States agricultural trade would take place in the near
future. In the expectation that France would make such additional moves,
especially in agriculture, his Government did not intend to ask for the estab-
lishment of a working party at the present time, but to reserve its right to
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open the question at the meeting of the Council in September. The United
States' decision at that time would depend upon an evaluation of the further
measures taken by France to liberalize agricultural products. He expressed
the hope of his Government that there would be no need to request the
establishment of a working party on this question.

Mr. PHILLIPS (Australia) pointed out that countries which participated in
the consultation with France had pressed for the early removal of restrictions
and emphasized that particularly urgent action was called for where there was
discrimination or a very severe restriction of imports. In the case of some
products, Australia had the worst of bath worlds; restriction fell most
heavily on agricultural products and there was more severe discrimination
against countries outside the OEEC and dollar areas. Australia :,ooked forward
to an improvement in this situatic. Mr. Phillips referred to the statement
made by the French represented.-at an earlier meeting during the present
session (SR.18/2); from this he had understood that France would, in the near
future, be announcing measures which would have the effect of removing the
element of discrimination. Australia looked forward to receiving details of
thee measures. Likewise, it would hope that, at the meeting of the Council
in September, the French representative would be able to indicate the steps
contemplated for dealing with any residual restrictions remaining at that
time.

Mr. WARREN (Canada) said that Canadian exports had been particularly
affected by the maintenance of import restrictions in France. He therefore
welcomed the statement of Mr. André Philip (SR.18/2) to the effect that the
liberalization of a number of industrial items would take place in the near
future; the Canadian Government hoped that this liberalization would be put
into effect very quickly. He also welcomed Mr. André Philip's statement
(SR.18/2) that the French Government might consider the removal of quantitative
restrictions on agricultural products and he expressed the hope that progress
would be achieved in the elimination of quantitative restrictions in this sector.
Further, Mr. Warren said he hoped the present situation whereby products could
be imported freely from OEEC countries but not from Canada, would also be
rectified in the near future.

In conclusion, Mr. Warren suggested that the French delegation might take
the initiative in placing this item on the agenda for the Council meeting in
September, in order to comment on the further measures that might have been
taken and to present its future programme for the elimination of quantitative
restrictions. At that time it should be possible for interested contracting
parties to decide whether or not it would be necessary for them to revert to
other procedures under the General Agreement, or whether it would be advisable
to establish a special working party to examine the question in greater detail.

Mr. PRESS (New Zealand) pointed out that New Zealand was one of the count-
ries whose trade was seriously affected by the maintenance of French import
restrictions, particularly as in many cases these restrictions were discrimina-
tory in character. His Government was disappointed at the lack of progress
in removing these restrictions and at the lack of a clear programme for re-
moving residual restrictions and discrimination in the French import system.
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Mr. Press welcomed, howe er, the indication that progress was expected and
that this was not to be confined to the industrial sector; he stressed that
the present discrimination involved was the element of greatest concern to
his Government. In conclusion, Mr. Press said New Zealand hoped that, by
the time the Council met in September, the French delegation would be able to
place before the Council a programme for the removal of the remaining restric-
tions.

Mr. BENES (Czechoslovakia) stated that his Government had followed closely
the progress made by France in liberalizing various sectors of its trade and
had been particularly interested in the discussions on future prospects along
these lines. His Government was particularly disturbed by the clement of
discrimination remaining in the French import system as this was not legally
justifiable. It was possible, therefore, that Czechoslovakia might renew
its request for bilateral consultations with France in order to examine the
question in detail in relation to exports from Czechoslovakia.

Mr. GAL-EDD (Israel) expressed the concern of his Government about the
discriminatory aspect of French import restrictions. While the difference
between the treatment accorded to imports into France from the OEEC area and
from the dollar area had been reduced, the difference between the treatment
accorded to imports into France from countries in these two areas and from
those outside the areas had been increased. Thus the competitive position
of Israel's exporters had deteriorated. He expressed the hope that the time
lag in extending the liberalization to all GATT countries would be as short
as possible.

Mr. MATHUR (India) noted that French import restrictions applicable to
imports from India had not been dealt with during the consultation. He ex-
pressed the hope of his Government that the question of eliminating discrimina-
tion in the near future would be given priority in the French programme for the
elimination of its residual quantitative restrictions.

The CONTRACTING PARTIES noted that some of the contracting parties which
had participated in the consultation reserved the right to bring this matter
before the Council at its meeting in September and that they hoped the French
Government would be in a position by that time to indicate what further measures
of liberalization had been or would be taken.
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3. Italian measures in favour of domestic production of ships' plates

Mr. PARBONI (Italy) announced that by a law of 31 March, published in the
Italian official gazette of 4 May, certain modifications had been made to
the existing Italian legislation on the shipbuilding industry. This
provided that Italian shipyards using imported steel were now entitled to the
same facilities as those using domestically-produced steel. Thus the grounds
for the complaint of the Austrian delegation had now been removed.

Mr. TREU (Austria) thanked the Italian delegation for its efforts in
this matter over the past months. He confirmed that the new measures introduced
by the Italian authorities had removed the grounds for Austria's complaint and
pointed out that, once again, GATT had been of real assistance in bringing
about the removal of an element of differential treatment in a particular sector.

The CHAIRMAN said that this question could now be removed from the agenda
of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. He congratulated the Italian and Austrian
delegations on the achievement of a mutually satisfactory settlement under
the procedures of GATT.

4. Uruguayan schedule - report of Working Party (L/1475)

The CHAIRMAN said that, at its meeting during the week prior to the
present session, the Council appointed a Working Party to examine a request
by the Government of Uruguay 2:::;1:1to edjust specific Cl.L! a 2: and
"aforos" in Schedule XXXI in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 6(a)
of Article II.

Mr. SWARD (Sweden), Chairman of the Working Party, said that, according
to information supplied by Uruguay andtheINF, the Uruguayanexchange rates
had been modified considerably since 1949 when the Annecy Protocol was signed.
From the figures furnished by the International Monetary Fund it was apparent
that the reduction exceeded the 20 per cent stipulated in paragraph 6(a) of
Article II. The question to which the Working Party mainly addressed itself
was, therefore, whether the aforos were equivalent to specific duties; aforos,
Mr. Sward explained, signified the official valuation of merchandise on
which the ad valorem rate of duties was assessed. In the viewof the Uruguayan
Government, the combination of an ad valorem duty with aforos gave rise to
a situation in which paragraph 6(a) of Article II was applicable. ln this
context, the Working Party considered the general notes to Schedule XXXI
relating to the circumstances in which, and the extent to which, the aforos
could or should be modified. It was agreed,however, that these notes did
not provide a procedure for adjusting the amount of the aforos in the event
of the Uruguayan peso being revalued. Thus, the Working Party was faced with
a difficult legal problem on the interpretation of paragraph 6(a) of Article II
and the general notes to Schedule XXXI. In ivew of the fact, however, that the
representative of Uruguay had indicated that his Government had no immediate
intention of increasing the aforos further than the 200 per cent increase
introduced by the Decree of 23 June 1960, the Working Party found, after
lengthy discussionsduring vihich all relevant factors were taken into account,
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to authorize Uruguay to maintain the increase of 200 per cent in the
aforos. A draft decision to this effect had been drawn up and was attachad
tothe report; the Working Party recommended the adoption of thedraft
decision.

Mr. HADRABA (United States) said that his delegation had welcomed the
opportunity to discuss the aforos in the Working Party. The decision of
Uruguay to maintain the increase at a level not exceeding 200 per cent
had made it possible for the United States to support the Working Party's
report and the draft decision.

Mr. OLDINI (Chile) said his delegation fully supported thereport of
the Working Party. The problem involved was not an easy one and it wasa
matter for satisfaction that, in the preparation of its report, the Working
Party had acknowledged the particular difficulties encounteredby theless
developed countries.

The draft decision attached to the Working Party's report (L/1475) was
adopted unanimously.

The report of the Working Party (L/1475) was approved.

5. Facilities for temporary importation - report of Group of -'-;rts
(L/2476)

The CHAIRMAN said that the Customs Co-operation Council had trans-
mitted to the CONTRACTING PARTIES for comment the final text of the
Draft Convention on the Temporary Importation of ProfessionalEquipments
and also draft Customs Convention on the A.T.A. Carnet for the Temp
Admission of Goods. The GATT Council, at its recent meeting(C/M/6),
had appointed a Group of Experts to examine the draft Conventions. The

report of the Group had now been distributed in document L/1476.

Mr. MANHART ((Austria), Chairman of the Group of Experts,
the Group was pleased to note that, with respect to the Professional
Equipment Convention, in its revised form, all the comments madeby the
GATT Group of Experts and approved by the CONTRACTING PARTIES in
November 1960 had been taken into account by the Customs Co-operation
Council. The draft Convention was now ready for approval by the CCC.

As regards the A.T.A. Carnet Convention, Mr. Manhartsaid he was
sure that the observations made by the Group of Experts would be taken
into account by the Customs Co-operation Council in framing a revised
text.
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Mr. Manhart then made some general comments. He felt that the
CONTRACTING PARTIES would be glad to know that substantial progress had
been made in meeting the wishes of international trade for further customs
facilities governing the temporary importation of goods. Close co-operation
between the CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT and the Customs Co-operation Council
had resulted in: (a) the completion of the Customs Convention on the
Temporary Importation of Packings, which was now open for acceptance on a
world-wide basis; (b) the virtual completion of the draft Customs Convention
on the Temporary Importation of Professional Equipment; and (c) substantial
progress being made on the draft Customs Convention on the A.T.A. Carnet
for the Temporary Admission of Goods.

Mr. Manhart drew the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the
special importance of the A.T.A. Carnet Convention both for the trading
community and for governments. This Convention, in which various trade
circles had showed particular interest, was a valuable complement to
other Conventions establishing the principles of temporary importation of
specified classes of goods. because it provided the machinery for the smooth
implementation of these Conventions. Its technical provisions were firmly
based on experience gained with the ECS Carnet Convention, by which the
GATT Samples Convention was implemented in a considerable number of countries.
The A.T.A. Carnet itself would operate in much the same way as the ECS
Carnet or the Carnet dePassages en Douane for the temperary importation
of road motor vehicles. It was worthwhile mentioning that, in respect of
the restricted field of commercial samples. some 15,000 ECS Carnets
had been used last year covering goods to a value of approximately
$16 million. These figures clearly indicated the possible scope of the
A.T.A. Carnet Convention which would cover a much wider field, having in
mind that it could not only be applied to professional equipment, but
also to many other goods at the discretion of contracting parties. The
advantage of the A.T.A. Carnet would be that all national documents
necessary for temporary importation might be replaced by an international
standardized document and no security would be required for the importer
because the A.T.A. Carnet itself carried an international guarantee.
Furthermore, a great deal of work in customs administrations would be
eliminated. However, it should be mentioned that an importer would not
be obliged to use an A.T.A. Carnet, unless he so desired; it was,
therefore, an optional facility at the importer's discretion. The A.T.A.
Carnet Convention constituted the last step to implement temporary
importation systems on a world-wide basis. The facilities provided were
valuable for the trading communities and the customs administrations of
all countries, irrespective of their stage of development.

The report of the Group of Experts (L/1476) was approved.
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6. European Economic Community - examination of EEC Common Tariff under
Article XXIV:5(a) (L/1479)

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the CONTRACTING PARTIES had requested the
Tariff Negotiations Committee "to carry out the actual examination of the
Common Tariff pursuant to Article XXIV:5(a) and to report to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES". The Committee's task was, therefore, limited to the examination of
the general incidence of the Common Tariff and excluded from that examination
other regulations of commerce. The Committee's report had been distributed
in document L/1479.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, Chairman of the Tariff Negotiations Committee.
said that, at their seventeenth session, the CONTRACTING PARTIES entrusted
to the Committee the handling of the examination and its timing; the
Committee, in turn, decided to entrust this task in the first place to a
Working Party. The working Party had lengthy and detailed discussion and
had submitted a report which the Committee had now considered; the
Committee had forwarded its report to the CONTRACTING PARTIES in document
L/1479. For reasons given in paragraph 15 of the report, the conclusions
of the Working Party were necessarily tentative. In the first place, the
level of the common tariff resulting from the exercise under Article XXIV:6
was not yet known. Secondly, there was no agreement on the basis for the
comparison of the national tariffs and the common tariff, in other words
whether the legal rates or the rates actually applied should be used. In the
circumstances, tne Tariff Negotiations Committee did not conduct an extensive
discussion of the Working Party's report but approved the report with a view
to its transmission to the present session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES. The
Executive Secretary said it would be seen that, subject to the comments in
paragraph 15, the Working Party had noted that the general incidence of the
Common Tariff on imports into the EEC from third countries was lower than the
level of the legal or bound national tariff rates on 1 January 1957, while the
non-EEC countries noted that the general incidence of the Common Tariffwas
higher than the rates actually applied by Member States on 1 January 1957.

In conclusion, the Executive Secretary explained that both the Tariff
Negotiations Committee and the Working Party confined themselves exclusively
to the question of tariff rates, and excluded any examination of the general
incidence of other regulations of commerce mentioned in paragraph 5(a) of
Article XXIV.

Mr. CAMARA (Brazil) stressed the increasing importance and topicality
of Article XXIV in the light of powcrful economic groupings such as the EEC;
the Article represented a guarantee as regards both the structure of such
groupings and their conduct vis-à-vis other contracting parties. For this
reason it was important that the provisions of Article XXIV be strictly adhered
to. The declaration made by the representative of the EEC in the Tariff
Negotiations Committee regarding the Community' s decision to terminate
negotiations under Article XXIV:6 made it incumbent. on the CONTRACTING
PARTIES to proceed again to an examination of the Treaty of Rome.
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The report on the study of the Common Tariff under Article XXIV:5(a)
should be considered as a progress report. Two important differences -of
interpretation were apparent from a reading of this report, firstly, whether
the legal rates or the rates actually applied should be used and, secondly,
whether theincidence of the Common Tariff should be examined in the light of
the trade between the EEC and the other contracting parties as a whole, or of
the trade between the EEC and each ofthe contracting parties. Further,
the Working Party's examinationexcluded the study of the general incidence
of otherregulations of commerce mentionedin Article XXIV:5(a); in this
connexion, and particularly in view of the establishment of other economic
groupingssubsequent to the EEC, the CONTRACTING PARTIES should no longer
defor the full application of Article XXIV.

In conclusion, Mr. Camara pointed out that it was notpossible to do full
justice to this question in view of the limited duration of the present session.
In the view of the Brazilian delegation, the questionshould be referreed to the
Council for a more detailed examination prior to its further consideration by
the CONTRACTIING PARTIES at the nineteenth session.

Mr. DE BESCHE (Sweden) said that, while itwas truc that the conclusions
of the WorkingParty's report could not be considered as final since the level
of the Common Tariff was still not definitely known, there was no doubt that
the changes resulting from the Article XXIV:6 negotiationswould not bring
down thegeneral incidence sufficiently to invalidate the statistical compari-
sons made in thereport.It was to be regretted that the Commission of the
EEC felt unable to comply with the request of several members of the Working
Party for information on the duties actually charged on 1 January, 1957; as
was stated in the report, this could have been done without prejudice to the
views held by the Commission with regard to the rnethed of comparison. Never-
theless the statistical data were sufficiently well founded to enable the
clear conclusion to be drawn that the general incidence was appreciably above
that of the rates actuallyapplied by the Member States on 1 January, 1957.
There were thus considerable increases of the general incidence for most
Swedish export products; this was obviously a serious matter for Sweden, whose
exports to the Cornmunity amounted something approaching $700 million.

Mr. do Besche said that the Swedish Governmentstillheldthe view put
forward by several members of the Working Party, namely that tile use of a
weighted average, rather than an arithmetic average, would have given a more
valuable indication of the several incidence. Continuing, Mr. de Besche
said that if several contracting parties signed the Article XXIV:6 agreements
with reservations these negotiations would not be ended before the conclusion
of the Dillon round. For this, as well as other reasons, it would not be
possible to bring the examination of the Common Tariff under Article XXIV:5(a)
to an end at least until that time.

In conclusion, Mr. de Besche said that, speaking as the representative
of a low tariff country, he sincerely hoped that, whatever the differences of
opinion as to legal interpretation, the Commission of the EEC shared the
view that it was in the interest of all trading nations that the Common Tariff,
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when applied, should be as low as possible, not only to give impetus to a
steady increase of world trade, but aiso to bring the European tariffs nearer
to each other on a low and liberal level.

Mr. ONYIA (Nigeria) observed that his delegation noted from the
conclusions in the Working Party's report that the concern they expressed
at the seventeenth session about this question had now been justified. With
particular reference to paragraph 3(a) of the report, Mr. Onyia said his
delegation hoped that contracting parties would make concrete suggestions as
to how and when this aspect of the examination should be effetively pursued.
His delegation also noted with regret the statement in paragraph 13 of tile
report; the request for the information referred to could have been complied
with without prejudice to the Commission'sviews on the question of interpreta-
tion. Continuing, Mr. Onyia said that his delegation had always made it clear
that this examination under Article XXIV: 5(a) was vital to under-developed
countries, in that it afforded them the only opportunity of bringing to the
notice of the CONTRACTING PARTIES the adverse effect of the proposed Common
Tariff. It was, therefore, essential that the question of principle should be
resolved one way or the other and until this was done it would be quite
impossible for any working party to continue its work and to arrive at any
definite conclusion. Accordingly, the Nigerian delegation supported the
suggestion made by the representative of Brazil that the Council be instructed
to examine all aspects of the examination of the EEC tariff under Article XXIV:5(a)
and to report in due course to the CONTRACTING PARTIES at the nineteenth
session,or at some later session if this were considered more appropriate.

Mr. LACARTE (Uruguay) expressed the hope that the question of the general
incidence of other regulations of commerce which, as stated in paragraph 3(a)
of the report, was excluded from the Working Party's examination, would be
analyzed in due course; perhaps the Council could make procedural proposals
in this regard to the CONTRACTING PARTIES at their nineteenth session. Having
referred to the differences of interpretation mentioned in the Working Party's
report and to the termination by the EEC of negotiations under Article XXIV:6,
Mr. Lacarte said it would not be possible to know at the present session the
general incidence of the Common Tariff that would result from these negotiations.
In all this it should be remembered that precedents were being established of
which other regional groupings might wish to avail themselves. Mr. Lacarte
agreed that the matter should be referred to the Council for further examina-
tion and that the Council should report to the nineteenth session.

Mr. SOMMERFELT (Norway), having referred to the inability of the Working
Party to solve the problem of legal as opposed to applied rates, said his
delegation shared the view that the term "applicable" in Article XXIV:5(a)
should be interpreted to mean the rates of duty actually applied. Further,
his delegation shared the view of members of the Working Party other than the
Member States of the EEC that an unweighted average did not take into considera-
tion the volume of trade. Mr. Sommerfelt then drew attention to the exceptions
provided for in Articles 19 and 20 of the Rome Treaty; he had in mind the items
listed in Lists P and G of the Treaty. Mr. Sommerfelt enurorated a number of
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theitemsinListGwhich,he said, covered some two-thirds of Norway's
exportstotheCommunity. Mr. SOmmerfelt referred to the requirement of

ArticleXXIV:5(a)that the duties imposed at the formation of a customs union
should not on the whole be higher than the general incidence of the duties
in the various customs territories prier to the formation of the customs
union. It was clear, hesaid, that the six Member States in negotiating these
particularduties hadnot been able to meet this requirement as, in a great
majority ofeases, the rateshadbeen fixed at levels considerably higher than
the average of thenationallevels. It seemedbasically inconsistent, in the
lightof theprovisions ofthe GeneralAgreement, for such a large and

imporatant sector to be excluded from the Community's own interpretation of the
provisions of Article XXIV:5(a). It was clear, as the Swedish representative
hedsaid, that the CommonTariff would not be substantially reduced as a result
of the Article XXIV:6 negotiations.

In the view that the Working Party
should meetagain to consider the various aspects of this matter and to report
to thenineteenthcossion.

Mr.WARREN (Canada) said it should be remembered that Article XXIV
constituteda very important Exception to the basic GATT principle of non-
discrimination and most-favoured-nation treatment. The Article therefore
placed cortain specific obligations on countries entering into a customs
union or a free-trade area. It was clear to his delegation, Mr. Warren went
on, that, in the light of the requirements, of paragraph 4 of Article XXIV,
the rates to be used, in considering the question of general incidence under
paragraph 5(a), must be the rates actually applied. Moreover, as regards the
concept of Gencral incidence. it seemed to his delegation that the position
of particular contracting parties and particular products should also be
considered. In view of the importance of the matter it was to be regretted
that it had not proved possible to find a common basis of judgment in the
Working Party.

Continuing, Mr Warren said that,in the view of his delegation, the
report of the Working Party should be considered as an interim report and that
perhaps the Council, when it met in September, might decide when the CONTRACTING
PARTIES should revertto thismatter. In connexion with the other regulations
of commerce, which, in accordance its terms of reference, had been
excluded from the Tariff Negotiations Committee's examination, Mr. Warren
said that be himself was not sure when it would be desirable to examine this
question. The had in mind that certain important aspects of the Common Market
were not yet known, in particular the common agricultural policy to be followed
by the Six. It might be that whenthe CONTRACTING PARTIES eventually examined
that policy, they might wish to recall the obligations which rested on
contracting parties entering into a customs union in connexion with the level
of other regulations ofcommerce.
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Mr. RIZA (Pakistan) recalled that, at the sixteenth session, the Pakistan
delegation stressed the great importance of the examination of the EEC
Common Tariff under Article XXIV:5(a) and the far-reaching repercussions on the
economies of other contracting parties which it was likely to have. This
examination also had a direct bearing on the negotiations under Article XXIV:6
and on the Dillon round. If the Common Tariff itself was not in order under
the provisions of GATT, how could further reductions be offered during the
Dillon round? Would negotiations be started on the basis of rates that might
not be the tiue common rates? Simil .:ly, were negotiations under Article XXIV:6
to be finalized on the basis of rates that might later be found not to be the
true common rates?

Mr. Riza said that his delegation regretted the difference of opinion in
the Working Party as to whether the legal rates or the rates actually applied
should be used Some answer had to be found to this deadlock and he would
suggest that thematter be further dealt with by the Council and. if necessary,
a workingparty appointed to suggest solutions. In conclusion, Mr. Riza
proposed that this item be included in the agenda for the nineteenth session.

Mr. MELERO(Argentina) pointed out that, on the one hand, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES had generally spported the objectivesof the Treaty of Rome while,
on the other hand, measuresenvisaged to implement certain provisions of the
Treaty had, in the light of statisties showing the development of trade between
the Member States of the Community themselves and those showing the development
of trade between the Community and the rest of the world, caused many contracting
parties sericus concern. An important factor was the trend in the agricultural
sector, which threatened to distort or at least to stagnate the normal exports
of agricultural and livestock produets from exporting countries. While the
measures anvisaged might not, at first sight, appear to be very different from
those which the constituent Member States of the Community applied. the
provisions of the Treaty aimed, inter alia, to perpetuate the measures applied
by the individual Member States without giving this in any way the appearance
of a transitional oxpedient. This explained the concerns of exporting countries
which sawthe limitations which might be imposed on their economic development
through a reduction in their carnings of foreign exchange which, it should be
noted, also 'duced their ability to import the capital good- they needed from
the Community itself.This situation, it was felt, was appreciated by the
Community. and every effort should be made to reconcilethe different legitimate
interests when thismatterwas considered by the Council or by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES at their nineteenth session and by the Ministers at their meeting in
November.
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Mr.SKAK-NIELSEN (Denmark) said that paragraph 15 of the Wcrking Party's
report gave an indication as to the scope and significance of the divergencies
of view in the working Party. His delegation shared the opinion of most
members of the Working Party that the intention of the drafters of
Article XXIV:5(a ) could only have been that the general incidence of the
Comnon Tariff should not be higherthan the applied tariffs. Mr. Skak-Nielsen,
like other representatives, pointed out that the. Working Party's examination
had excluded the consideration of other regulations of commerce. In this
connexion he drew attention to the question of the EEC's common agricultural
policy. He said that the material available with regard to agricultural
products was fairly inconclusive pending information on the protective
measures envisaged in the common agricultural policy. The rates of duty
indicated in the Common Tariff on the major agricultural products were,
therefore, of limited significance so long as it was not made clear to
what extentvariable levies would be applied instead of tariffs. In the
view of the Danish delegation theexamination under Article XXIV:5(a) should
be continued when the proposals for the EEC common agricultural policy were
available to contracting parties.

Mr. DARKO-SARKWA (Ghana) said his delegation supported the proposal
put forward by the representatives of Brazil, Uruguay and Nigeria that
this important question should be referred to the Council. The important
points of principle involved should be further examined by the Council
which could report to the nineteenth session.

Mr. SWAMINATHAN (India) said that his delegation fully endorsed the
view expressed by other representatives that it was obvicusly the intention
of ArticleXXIVthat the formation of' a customs union or free-trade area
should not result in damage to the trade of other contracting parties. It
was, therefore, logical and rational to assert that the rates actually applied
and not the legal rates should be taken into account in the determination
of the incidence of the Common Tariff. On this basis, the data before the
CONTRACTING PARTIES indicated that the incidence of the Common Tariff would
be higher than that of the national tariff rates applied hitherto; this was
certainly true insofar as India's exports to the Six were concerned. Welcoming
the goodwill expressud by represcntatives of the EEC in the course of
discussions in the Tariff Ncgotiations Committee and before the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, Mr. Swaminathan said that this gave cause for hope that the
Community intended to make a big effort in the course of the Dillon
negotiations to reduce tariffs on imports from the less-developed countries
and, in particular, on their tropical products, semi-processed and
processed goods. It was with this hope,and in the expectation of further
relief for its exports. that India had, for the moment, concluded its
negotiations with the Six and now awaited the beginning of the Dillon
round. In conclusion, Mr. Swaminathan supported the proposal that this
question should bt further examined by the Council at its meeting in
Septenmber. He stressed the point which had been made by the representative
of Uruguay that what happened in this particular case was likely to
establish a precedent which other regional economic groupings would be
able to follow.
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Mr. KRUGER (South Africa) said his delegation charedtheviewsof the
majority ofthe members of the Working Party on the importantpoints ofpoints of
principle as Well as on the legal points to whichother representatives had
already referred. His delegation also consideredthatthe Working Party' s
report should be looked uponas aninterim report and that the question
should be fuather examined by the Council or by some other body which the
C0NTRACTINlGPARTIES might wishto establish for this task.

Mr. PHILLIPS (Australia) said that it was very much to be regretted
that there should havebeensuch fundamental differenceinthe Working
Party regarding the interpretationof the tariff aspects of
the examination under Article XXIV:5(a) had been full covered by
representativeswho hadal spoken. He wished toemphasize, however,
that the examination of the other of commerce, which had been
excluded. i- ': ,the Working Party'staskwas alsoa question ofconsiderable
importance;the Australian delegation would support the proposal that
this questionshould be ex*c'ro: atan appropraiachi.

Mr . Tl`I.C.Ch (Ceylon) expressed the viewthat,ifthe present;
examination of the EEC Common Tariff underArticle XXIV:5(a) were continued,
it might be possibleto reach certain agreed con-kus.n.:rcu'3,as the various
parties ca:h to understand each other's point t: -.- . 'c.c. -.-i s Asregards
the differerence of CDinLcc. iof-;hc viewof the
Ceylon :` r'nthatthe 1ratesappliedby theMember States on
1 January 1957 should ho us r bthe tem n"general incidence" of a tariff
had no meaning in the effects of the tariff
on the level oftrade atanygiventime. Further, : :: -; ;h fact
that it hac4 bn -tgrcl .Y:':C .. nr1..,:us'on r' "_ vof Rome, legal
conSi~. LC"~s' r-c.»: o: -:: L: 5..î ;u: of a pragmatic
approach. - ::t.r,*.G it'q -` zi*nn-e atris like
Ceylon, 1' c2.1 ati ?,,'.l-iriu?, an assessment
of t1-' - 7 .o':.:i:.j;n'zJ'C rr1irrt louau not appear to

could - .rf ; ;,kzr *, `.fl r.r7D..A: . .s O. Coylon hoped,
th'~cr `cïc, JîYCs h17 :.-7o ,ctoir..rL .al n EEC

tote a'_r <'9̂.` .t 0 z 1 ...................:%.h:I .v.L ayl.t_, cc v mf3 o i ~.:s ei.d h t-..) _ betaken
to -fz, :;,S' , s*.<c'. ,i'. 1:.,,.' -

Mr. .e_ Lt.to ;ia),tlt r_ . possible to reach
e;rc.':1 ;8"z.k;ri7ng.n2-o~ sc< '- alcza o .î'nX-_1(__)C't~-'!-l"=_.4-t-thl3.tthis question

should ,, . ' ; o,D _ S;1 <elZ Q.Y rlt ,li t ;. >-:-h -r the various
partiesrC&1;;t1;.-~. O)<s-R ~r_-t.hutauni-^ f:D .c.OiLnas.-;-rz. :&r~nt ........................could be
intrcludyced i' ,. - :15_ap; ,. . ..':., i; theEEC
would r i._ , r- - i;c .e ; -- ^ r11 ..; i`-n : -n it might be

remor l,*;:-o ;?.K; PS .lzz s:L os;!._L''-to use the
prag- -"c'C' r.._I :; - :tico: cf 7o ',`.., 2.` Continuing,
Mr,Chi-nlo :.7 a t-hZi10 1round zo'qlc72 rali: îb. hPIZO -tzho:' their
good;wil. r.:.: - -.n; - r' f or-;ircl au5 t. l-in s r* b_ ,? .J offr of a 20 per
cent t . .',cto.on c:iIC7 bc;v: ,agcd5 tiS muiic' b': or. important new
eler:20rrc-.. :`, ocuz'oe-'..7 cons,,- 'as,I;i ,..h ,,sCSiI1by c 'YSvinr, concessions
to the i, '; 1-^ .zi ri Oc ;. i.tl.eub corlp-r:3 - li w-i.'.I0 or more of
these no zr.cu.._,uico Werer t;a L.b'rircliz., bbC: pr½3cn :Ouid bh nearcr to final
soilut.O.'
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Mr. P!iA2JAPY1JA (½b'2) ':nrss ci tho hr'pc-f his delrrtlon th-that the
workon the th1 c:-.mlnnLn of the Common Tariff under Article XXIV: 5(a) would
be. o] Cntltiîu'1e niE t:'vn :tu~112l bring constructive solutions which would avoid
the 2or:trn. .i r:i t thn. s 1 ri;s of the less-developed countries.

Mr. -i',:; (f;Cm isYn c` tlî 1352) said that the question which was
under r ;i, i .2.3 u.hcr G' not the EEC's Common Tariff was in accordance
with the e crvr- `s.Lons f1 Article XXIV:5(a). He would confine his, comments
to this hu:irn u- h:nhe had takenserious note of, and would report on,
the tii r imirt nt pr;.bl ms .h c tracting parties had raised.
Mr.r en -; uir. ''ly reuca_ the intention ofthe Community to
fulfill ther -l.s `t' s:by the Member States under the GTATT; the
! !.s.:-;-c.i i > fil '' ~r- - - vparf i._, also verymuchregretted the

-iiVt8r; l2}e lY vri'`itt^l islJ; 1_! -.'e Party.A lot of figures had been supplied
bythe " nmLSin t. *that the provisions of Article XXIV:5(a) were being
201m 1 ci ';: . .; . , -c--question of interpretation it continued to
be the> 3-;Cflm'S..SS' -r)'.- Pnb fr ,hothat the letter.spirit and history of Article XXIV:5(a)
leftn n room for rncsera i-'.;t anding as towhat the cirrrctinterpretation should
be.Commenting on thetini 'l'-, cri't-i ism that had been made that the Commission
had not providedfurther'P urcs, Dir. ssaid he would like to draw
lttc-ntiin ti. s-!--ut of information which the Commission had supplied,

both in c.'rc-û : n thwith theoperation under ArticleXXIV:5(a) and with the
one under Art i 2j/TV. The new statistics which had been asked for would
have e invcl;,_ed nt 2ro rt .1ll f(, further work and in any case, in the Commissionts

view, wouldhave prr,'vUc! -lclJln3r as they would have been related to
iinterpretationswhichthe Commission didnotaccept. In conclusion, Mr. Hijzen
said, he haçc3 iar p:Lc uc sols zo make. The CONTRACTING PARTIES would,
of ccu!-rz. t! e-mseivns -.dnrut_ .procedures they now wished to follow
and such prcl ;-cul bo accortble to the Commission.

The ::H~AITii4jlA said it was clear from the report of the Working Party and
from the ,r.e s discussion that there was a fudamental difference between
the six ilmb r ,'i, s f rEEC on tht ona hand and a number of contracting
parties on the other as to theinterpretation of the word "applicable" in
paregraph 5(a)-;:) >17 ,.-tiGlt '<rTr. ,r-In these c ei7rCoi71Staf71iccsgJ5 he did. not sec how
the CONTRACTING PARTIES couldat thisstage at any ratecome to any firm
conclusion in this .Morsover,as hadbeen stated in paragraph 15of
the Working ,-> Oé;C"I.Zall the evant facto were not yet known and
cGntr-;.t in prtit- os havail-,` nctcd that theconclusion of the Committee
were ofa"_tnti.vt natur-. lnpartnicular the CONTRATING PARTIES would
not havefull knowledge of thelevelof the Eel'C Common Tariffuntil the
proe cluru'.. cr Article XXIV:6 C. rbinations had been termnated. Furthermore,
it was tobe hesed that the r coctiîations in the second stage of the
Tariff Conference:ui-d brîg about practical results which would go at least
some way to meeting the difficulties withwhicha number of countries found
themselves confronted asa result of the establishment of the Common Tariff
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The Chairman suggested that considereation cf this matter be deferred.
The item would be placed on the agenda of the Council for examination at its
meeting in September. The Council would then decide whether or not to place
the matter on the agenda of the nineteenth session or leave it until the
twentieth session. In the meanwhile the CONTRACTING PARTIES should take
note of the inrterim report submitted to them at the present session.

This was agreed.

The report in document L/1479 was noted.

The meeting adjourned at 5.40 p.m.


